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This dissertation is comprised of a collection of poems preceded by a critical preface. The 

preface reconsiders the value of discontinuous poetic forms and advocates a return to lyric as an 

antidote to the toxic aspects of what Tony Hoagland terms “the skittery poem of our moment.” I 

consider poems by Wendy Xu, Kevin Prufer, Sharon Olds, and Stephen Dunn in depth to 

facilitate a discussion about the value of a more centrist position between the poles of supreme 

discontinuity and totalizing continuity. Though poets working in discontinuous forms are rightly 

skeptical of the hierarchies that govern narrative and linear forms, as Czesław Miłosz notes in 

The Witness of Poetry, “a poet discovers a secret, namely that he can be faithful to real things 

only by arranging them hierarchically.” In my own poems, I make use of the hierarchies of 

ordered perception in lyric and narrative forms to faithfully illuminate the collapsed structures of 

my own family history in the shadow of Detroit. I practice the principles I advocate in the 

preface, using a continuous form to address fractured realities in a busy, disordered age when 

poets often seek forms as fragmented as their perceptions. These poems are distinctly American, 

but because there is no true royalty in America, our great cultural and economic institutions—

television, music, film, magazines, and big business—take the place of the castle (the book’s 

emblem) while Michael Jackson ultimately rises as the commanding dead king whose passing 

prompts contemplation of the viability of popular culture, family, history, and geography. The 

fallen structures that litter the work are many: the twin towers, chess rooks, bounce castles, 

nuclear families, the auto industry. However, the sole structure cohering the whole is that of a 

lyric voice whose authority is derived through lived experience and presented in rich, continuous 

poetic forms. 
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PART I 

CRITICAL PREFACE 
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Blessed Rage for Order: Poetry and the Price of Discontinuity 

Near the end of his life, W. D. Snodgrass, the last living confessionalist poet of his age, 

sat for a Poetry Foundation interview with Hilary Holladay wherein he attempted to give the 

final word on linear forms and poetry of the personal. In this 2009 conversation, Snodgrass 

admits, “In a certain sense, you’re always writing about yourself. Although you may not write so 

directly about yourself and the quality of your mind, that’s ultimately what you’re writing about, 

always” (“The Original”). This pronouncement is an attractive one for me, as I have lately 

completed a book of poetry titled Vanishing Act, which begins with a castle-shaped bounce 

house and ends with a dead king—Michael Jackson—whose funeral and 2005 purchase of a 

1,200-acre plot on the moon spurs lyric meditation on the consequences of family, geography, 

memory, and character—foundational topics of poetry “about yourself,” as Snodgrass would say. 

In this book, frequent images of the remnants of medieval structures, hierarchies, and privilege 

serve to remind us that such elements remain embedded in contemporary culture, however 

depleted of the power they once had. This cultural depletion echoes a personal one; in many 

poems, the legacy of families on children looms like a lichened tower in the distance, threatening 

to pull us back even as we experience the forward momentum of time. Nevertheless, we are 

made of a dead past, and the presence (and persistence) of that remote past exists in the self as 

constructed through story. 

However, poets in the milieu I am poised to enter are divided on the issue of how best to 

tell stories. Though one only needs to travel to a different corner of the country, the globe, or the 

internet to feel artistic sensibilities change, in our current historical moment, discontinuous, 

invulnerable poetry remains fashionable. In his Preface to the 2006 anthology Legitimate 
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Dangers, Mark Doty classes the poets represented thusly: “[they] like rapid shifts, turns of tone, 

quick movements, and don’t want to be pinned down. Their love of speed feels anxious or 

exuberant or both” (xxii). He notes that their preference is for what he calls “performative 

speech” that is “not, by and large, much interested in the recollection and recounting of events in 

the life of the poet” (xxi). Even as he tries to laud the works contained in the anthology, Doty’s 

“endorsement” and description of the works therein (many of which exemplify the negative traits 

I confront here) feels deeply ambivalent: “[these poets] presume that the biographical stuff of 

selfhood is pretty much uninteresting, and favor instead the representation of temperament / 

subjectivity / thinking in the moment” (xxii). I openly share Doty’s implicit qualms; furthermore, 

I think poets should be more concerned about what discontinuous forms have the power to do. 

Poems such as these often jump from one clever, vague assertion to the next, focus 

intently on surface language, or attempt to emanate an air of cool, fashionable self-awareness 

while all the while abjuring linearity, narrativity, or continuity of thought. In her essay, “Lyric 

Solace, Lyric Evasion,” poet Sally Ball imagines such poems as saying to their reader, “See how 

I register this situation and myself from multiple angles! or: You can’t keep up with me or make 

sense of the multiplicity of my attention, nah nah nah boo boo” (91). Consider Wendy Xu’s 

“Several Altitudes of Not Talking”: 

You are part of other people but not 

like them. You live in a little wooden box 

and wake up with your face 

in your palm and some sunlight. 

Which is a sign of resignation but not 

for you. Which is part of what I meant 

by trying to effect change 

in myself and also talking. By describing 

to you that before a city can become 

spectacular its buildings must put on 

an iron gown. And then some workers 

climb all around it. And it is like having 
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no teeth because you are waiting 

for better teeth. I tell you I am very attached 

to my old teeth. In a game called all of this 

is hypothetical I did not once slide 

my teeth across the table… (1 – 17). 

 

As Ball agrees, the skeptical, self-conscious mode’s prevalence has a great deal to do with 

contemporary poets’ desire to avoid sentimentality. But I would add that the narrative 

discontinuity of poems such as Xu’s is another important factor that contributes to their evasive, 

aesthetically hollow nature. Through the quick leaps from image to image, from droll declaration 

(“You are part of other people but not like them”) to uninteresting revelation (“I tell you I am 

very attached to my teeth”) the poem reads like a dance around feeling or sentiment rather than a 

true attempt to elicit either. The pace of the poem is frenetic, unsettling, and yet emotionally 

unsatisfying. And the confluence of the poem’s distracted and distracting surface with its 

insubstantial rhetorical/emotional core, I am inclined to ask myself: why read this poem? And it 

is this threat of insouciance, of insignificance, that presents a genuine danger. 

I argue that discontinuity in poetry is detrimental to the art form, even though continuous, 

exploitative, even sensational personal narrative continues to exist on the other side of the 

continuum. Poets who work in discontinuous forms, at one end of the pole, reject the hierarchy 

imposed by continuous forms; the poet-seers working in continuous forms unroll a narrative 

before the reader as one would a red carpet leading to one doorway and one doorway only. I 

argue for a more centrist position in our relationship to (dis)continuity, because both forms, in 

their purest states, do a disservice to readers and to the discipline in their fraught struggle with 

the very notion of hierarchy, whether it is eschewed or embraced.  

Just like the castles both real and imagined in my collection, the shadow of hierarchies 

and hegemonies imperceptibly (or perhaps very perceptibly) casts itself on our lives even as we 
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vow to escape their limiting penumbras: there is no such thing as escaping hierarchy totally. As 

Czesław Miłosz has wisely argued in The Witness of Poetry, “a poet discovers a secret, namely 

that he can be faithful to real things only by arranging them hierarchically” (71).  Miłosz also 

champions the use of linear forms in order to create lasting poetry, poetry which tirelessly aims 

for “the pursuit of the Real” (25). Because this pursuit is an achievement which, arguably, all 

poets desire, acknowledging the necessity of hierarchical arrangement, then, remains crucial for 

poetry today. We may feel that we are beyond such structures. But when we visit the poles of the 

continuum—ranging from clear-cut narratives like Snodgrass’ own “Heart’s Needle” all the way 

to Language poems like the inverted, Pollock-esque splinters that traverse the page in work like 

Susan Howe’s A Bibliography of the King’s Book, or Eikon Basilike—the countries of continuity 

and discontinuity, we find that though the castles are empty, devoid of their ancient power, there 

they sit, still hulking as they crumble quietly into oblivion, glowering at us from ages past.  

The continuity castles and monarchs possess (as well as the traditional hierarchies of 

narrative poetry) are subjects of fascination for me, but these figures present themselves in my 

manuscript, Vanishing Act, in very American terms. My castles manifest themselves in the 

sprawl of enormous suburban tracts made possible by the once-regal prosperity of Detroit’s auto 

industry, and my monarch is, instead, the King of Pop: Michael Jackson. At every turn I strive to 

balance images of continuity against the faultiness of memory, the discontinuous nature of 

contemporary culture, and the highly-constructed quality of the stories we tell ourselves, which 

we construct because no one else will and because they are our primary method of making sense 

of our worlds. In essence, I endeavor to spend most of my poetic energy blending, shifting, and 

varying the levels of continuity and discontinuity in my work, primarily because I understand the 

risks associated with staking one’s claim at one pole or another. Nevertheless, profound narrative 
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discontinuity is a form, I maintain, whose risks are not worth its rewards. Continuous poetic 

forms like narrative “story-telling” allow us to construct identity through narrative, which offers 

more coherence and wholeness than dissociative forms. 

Despite the fact that one of the core interests of dissociative forms (and perhaps poets 

who write mainly in such forms) is to unsettle or disrupt this hegemony of narrative, true 

discontinuity is a fiction. On the other hand, it’s impossible to unsettle linear organization 

entirely since we experience all poems—even poems inverted on the page, lacking in any regular 

syntax, or generated randomly from Google algorithms like word salad—in linear time. The 

reader of any poem must inevitably take some linear process in reading the poem. But most 

importantly, discontinuous or dissociative forms do a disservice to poetry and their readers 

because such work lowers the stakes of the art form by denying the coherence of the self that 

human beings naturally derive from narrative. Allowing the reader to do the work of 

argumentation and epistemological speculation by choosing their own adventure on the terrain of 

the poem vacates the most important power poets have, which mainly takes the form of asserting 

value, as Tony Hoagland maintains (“Fear of Narrative”). Radical discontinuity, finally, is a 

project whose risks outweigh its potential rewards. 

Still, even as I here argue against discontinuity, there is such a thing as “too much” 

continuity, too much insistence of the sole vision of the poetic self which leads only back into the 

poet’s head, closing off opportunities for larger significance with mere solipsism. In a poem like 

“Once,” Sharon Olds’ hyper focus on herself (or, her self) cannot match the total achievement of 

a poem like Stephen Dunn’s equally candid poem of exposure, “The Routine Things Around the 

House,” which allows the construction of the speaker’s self to matter to others outside the 

universe of the poem because Dunn is somewhat more discontinuous and discursive in his style, 
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if only slightly: in Dunn’s poem, the poetic eye roves not only up and down the mother’s body, 

but inward and ultimately outward to others, to ideas, like the “dedication” to incompleteness 

that closes the piece. 

On the other hand, by way of counterargument, poets writing in dissociative forms are 

right to be skeptical of the authority of the poet to order experience, to assert values, to make 

claims about the nature of humanity. The project of continuity can seem very dictatorial and 

undemocratic, especially when we are writing in a discipline that still struggles to include 

women and people of color (consider, for instance, the crucial work VIDA has done to “count” 

such authors in order to point out inherent biases and oversights). A poet fond of jumpy, 

discontinuous forms might ask why a white man like Tony Hoagland should have the voice and 

privilege to objectify and speak of the black female body in a poem like “The Change,” wherein 

the speaker watches a tennis game between a black female player and a white female player and 

says, “I couldn’t help wanting / the white girl to come out on top, / because she was one of my 

kind, my tribe…” (24 – 26).  But in truth, discontinuous forms are just as intellectually 

oppressive in a different sense: a poet working in a continuous form like narrative of (post-) 

confessionalism might retort: who are you to loose the strings on language, syntax, and story? 

Who are you to tell me that my lived experience isn’t valid and worth presenting coherently to a 

reader?  

In fact, continuous forms like narrative and first-person confession are crucial for poets 

from marginalized groups. Bearing witness, one of poetry’s sacred functions, is impossible if we 

disallow proximate authorities on tragedy, injustice, and difference. In his essay “The Very Act 

of Telling: Sharon Olds and the Act of Writing Narrative Poetry,” poet Aaron Smith writes:  

I’m not saying that any or all poetry should be narrative, or that all gay writers should or 

do tell their stories in poetry. But if we’re going to embrace the sonnet and praise the 
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villanelle, then shouldn’t we also celebrate the narrative ‘I’? I’m concerned about the 

voice that says: Take the ‘I’ out… it feels dangerously similar to the voice I recognize 

from childhood: the fundamentalist voice of fear and doubt, the voice that eradicates the 

body and the self, the voice of conformity that renders the individual speechless, invisible 

(“The Very Act”). 

Although this is a complicated issue, Smith’s logic is sound, and reinforces the value and 

necessity of continuous forms. I would argue, then, that while poets ought to back away from 

both poles of the continuity/discontinuity spectrum, the risks of continuous forms, again, are 

smaller than the risks presented by discontinuous forms. Denying that the locus of poetic 

authority is earned or can be earned from lived experience is not only massively dishonest, but 

also threatening, in our day and age, to marginalized groups. Poets from such groups, who have 

historically been spoken about rather than having spoken themselves, risk being edged out of the 

conversation when we merely say that continuous forms like narrative or post-confessional 

poetry are no longer viable or valid in the climate of our contemporary culture. When we 

disavow the sources of our knowledge by engaging discontinuous, skitter, non-lyrical forms we 

lose, as Hoagland agrees, an enormous opportunity to assert values, and critically, the values of 

groups who have had to fight for their own inclusion in the marketplace of ideas and in the 

canon. 

And so, while much of contemporary poetry valorizes discontinuous abstract and 

associative forms that eschew linear narratives and modes of understanding, I choose to wed my 

work instead to concepts of story, history, and admission—continuous modes I still find 

incredibly vital because of their insistence on the particulars of lived experience as sources of 

knowledge and value. The tidal wave of information available to us through the internet and 

other media places increasingly tyrannical demands on our consciousness. Richard Lanham and 

others have classified attention as the most important commodity of the 21st century. As such, 

much of modernity is our experience of disorder, fragmentation, and discontinuity. However, 
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poems that attempt to encapsulate said discontinuity through discontinuous forms risk 

invulnerability, marginalization of witness and testimony, and thereby insignificance. At the 

same time, poems that make primary a continuous sense of narrative and therefore an identity 

construction persist on the other end of the spectrum, and risk exploiting the power of 

vulnerability to the point of enervating the gift of wider understanding that the “vulnerable 

moment” in a poem is supposed to reveal. 

My concerns about this dichotomy in contemporary poetry are not new. In his 2006 

essay, “Fear of Narrative and the Skittery Poem of Our Moment,” Tony Hoagland inveighs 

against discontinuous poems, and outlines his desire to shepherd poets and readers back to linear 

forms and continuous narrative. Though the essay is now almost a decade old, the “skittery” 

dissociative poems Hoagland guards against continue to fill the pages of prominent literary 

magazines and continue to be written. Hoagland maintains, “when we push order away, when we 

celebrate its unattainability, when our only subject matter becomes instability itself… we give 

away one of poetry’s most fundamental reasons for existing: the individual power to locate and 

assert value” (518). Not content to merely inveigh against discontinuity, Hoagland shrewdly 

moves to consider the value of continuous forms like narrative. He admits that poetries of 

continuity must be written in ways that may seem inherently hierarchical, but argues that these 

structures do important work to preserve and relate to memory, that most human of phenomena: 

Narration (and its systematic relatives) implicitly honors Memory; the dissociative mode 

primarily values Invention. “Poetries of Continuity” in some way aim to frame and 

capture experience; dissociative poetry verifies itself by eluding structures. Their distinct 

priorities result in different poetries. A poetry which values clarity and continuity is 

obligated to develop and deliver information in ways that are hierarchical and sequential, 

ways which accommodate and orchestrate the capacities of human memory. In contrast, a 

dissociative poetry is always shuffling the deck in order to evade knowability (517). 
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Hoagland goes on to discuss the stultifying, abstract nature of much of contemporary poetry, and 

I would argue that the genre has become prone to these negative impulses because we, poets, are 

pretending not to be human.  

We demand that poets be “priests or something,” as Snodgrass has said (“The Original”). 

In some sense, we still expect poets to be cowboys of the American sublime. This notion, 

bequeathed to us by the Romantics, who believed (or at least told themselves) that the poet has 

“a greater knowledge of human nature, and a more comprehensive soul, than are supposed to be 

common among mankind” (Wordsworth 13). How this superiority of feeling and intellect was to 

be conferred remained a mystery, rooted firmly in the realm of divinity and happenstance. The 

American cowboy surveys his western vista, certain that he and only he is fit to conquer the 

terrain before him because God has chosen him to do so, because Manifest Destiny commands it; 

the American poet of “performative speech” (Doty), of “you can’t keep up with me!” (Ball) or of 

“fast-moving” declaration (Hoagland) is making the same kind of misstep as the cowboy by 

considering themselves to be more than human, and thus exempt from feeling, story, worthiness, 

and goodwill. 

Whether we are pretending to be sages or cowboys, when we refuse to allow lived 

experiences into the realm of poetry, we also lose what little authority poets do have in 

contemporary America. To be blunt, poets have neither economic nor political power. Their 

profession is not a lucrative one, and to the general populace, it is often not even a prestigious 

one. But what poets do have is the opportunity to craft art that investigates what it means to be 

human: art that preserves morality, questions authority, brings solace, embodies beauty, and 

records history. But if we divest ourselves of this last power, our only real power, by giving in to 
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discontinuous, trivial, flighty poems that seem to be in no way derived from the real business of 

living, what else is left for poets, for poetry? 

Let us look at a poem that engages discontinuous techniques in close-up to better 

understand what is lost by engaging such modes. Wendy Xu’s “And Then It Was Less Bleak 

Because We Said So” from her 2013 collection You Are Not Dead (lauded as one of the year’s 

best debuts by Poets & Writers) is a poem whose compactness on the page belies the mercurial, 

discontinuous techniques it engages to the detriment of the impact of its whole. In these fifteen 

lines, the speaker speculates whether or not the patchwork fragmentation of modernity is 

permanent, and wonders whether or not human interaction is worthless in hollow, lonely 

environments such as these. However, at every turn Xu works to unsettle and jostle the reader 

with her tense, syntax, and diction. In the poem’s first two lines, the verb tense is immediately 

destabilized: 

Today there has been so much talk of things exploding 

into other things, so much that we all become curious, that we 

all run outside into the hot streets 

and hug… (1 – 4). 

 

The casual clause, “there has been so much talk of things,” is quotidian and passive, and gives us 

a sense of history only as a vague preface to the speaker’s thoughts, which are rapidly 

foregrounded through a shift in tense to the present, to an unclear first-person plural: “we all 

become curious,” and “we / all run outside…” The repetition of we, and its prominent end-line 

position the second time it is used, emphasizes the importance of the group as a possible subject 

or actor in the poem. But as soon as we become comfortable or even interested in following this 

roving “we” out into the teeming streets, we are greeted with rapid-fire sequence of cold, 

presumptuous pronouncements whose images, if amusing, are only that:  

Romance is a grotto of eager stones 
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anticipating light, or a girl whose teeth 

you can always see. With more sparkle and pop 

is the only way to live. Your confetti tongue explodes 

into acid jazz. Small typewriters 

that other people keep in their eyes 

click away at all our farewell parties. It is hard 

to pack for the rest of your life (4 – 11). 

The voice of the poem becomes increasingly sure of itself, and the sheer number of declarative 

statements railroaded against one another is disorienting. Once again, if we are momentarily 

lulled by the faux wisdom dispensed by our speaker (whose character is transparent if not merely 

unimportant) we are shunted once again into a territory of abstraction and apathy with the lines, 

“Someone is always / eating cold cucumber noodles. Someone will drop by later / to help 

dismantle some furniture” (11 – 13). The repeated indefinite pronoun draws attention to the 

trivial nature of the acts (“eating” and “dismantling”) but also, to the detriment of the poem, to 

the triviality of the actors and thereby the poem itself. Lastly, after dispensing with the inert 

phrase “A lot can go wrong / if you sleep or think,” Xu gets as close to humanity as she is willing 

to in the pretty, pithy last line: “but the trees go on waving / their broken little hands” (13 – 15). 

The final image of broken hands allows us to reconsider the entire poem as an environment of 

broken people in a broken world. But without any definite sense of identity or narrative 

continuity, the poem’s dissociative form, particularly in its flabby midsection, makes its very 

existence echo with inconsequence. 

In a 2014 review, poet Raena Shirali praised Xu’s work, saying “The concrete world is in 

the spotlight while the personal and confessional take place off stage—far away enough that we 

can see hints of it, but not so close that we comprehend the details we’re presented with in a 

narrative sense” (“Review”). But if the personal and confessional takes place behind the scenes 

of the poem itself and the details available to us as readers are, as Shirali says, incomprehensible, 

what is left for us to contend with as readers? What, as we perennially ask our students, is at 
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stake? What available responses do we have as readers, as human beings? Xu has made her 

desire to disrupt plain, stating to Jon Hoppenthaler in 2012 that she believes “language is always 

waiting patiently on us to engage it, to play with it and arrange its parts, to build something weird 

out of it…” (“Interview”). Poets working in continuous forms, I believe, are more likely to agree 

that the business of living is “weird” enough in and of itself, and poetry gives us the ability as 

artists to make sense out of that strangeness, even if only for a moment or a few lines. 

In order to better grasp the advantages of a more continuous form, a form that at least 

comes a great deal closer to the center of the continuity/discontinuity spectrum, let us now 

consider Kevin Prufer’s “Apocalypse,” from his 2008 collection, National Anthem. The scale of 

this poem is undeniably different than that of Xu’s: here, people are foraging for food after the 

ostensible end of the world, while the denizens of Xu’s poem appear to inhabit a world much like 

our own, dying of disconnection and apathy perhaps, dying of an existential rather than a 

physical hunger. But there are striking similarities—we are presented with a broken world 

inhabited by broken people, and Prufer’s poem too inquires seriously about the value of human 

interaction in a blasted empire:  

Around that time, the city grew quiet. 

You said Don’t hurt me and I said If I was going to hurt you I’d have done it already. 

We passed a dying store with gem-like windows. A door that banged in the wind. You 

said Let me go. 

As in a film of the apocalypse, a breath of newspapers blew past us. 

I won’t hurt you, I said (1 – 5). 

Each line leads to the next in ways that we might expect of a narrative. You said this, I said that. 

This happened. Afterward, another thing happened. But the full landscapes, both exterior and 
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interior, that Prufer is able to create by staying with his subjects and his speakers for 

uninterrupted periods of time, are chilling in their raw emotional intimacy and depth. By working 

in a continuous form, Prufer is able to create identities, however slight, for his characters as they 

make their forays into the desolate landscape around them, the expired cars, the silent television 

sets, the dead bodies lining the streets, menacing our characters with their refusal to stay buried. 

The terrifying threat of violence between the fearful “you” and the sinister “I” in the poem 

worries us because these two characters have tenable selves. And through these identities, Prufer 

is able to make coherent judgments or suggestions about the nature of human life.  

Critically, Prufer’s engagement with narrative is such that in his narrative poem he 

champions the ability of human beings to tell stories in order to satisfy psychological needs. As 

the two characters traverse the wasteland of their nomadic lives, the dominant character offers 

comfort, however limited or false, to the submissive character: “I’ll tell you a story, I said, to 

make you stop crying for a minute. We walked down the darkening street. / I told you how the 

dead floated in their coffins like sailors, the boats unmoored and happy with the storm, all the 

way to the sea” (11 – 12). In a move that mirrors the function of continuous forms in poetry, the 

“I” character insists upon the value of storytelling even in the bleakest of circumstances. 

While Prufer’s poem is continuous and relates a sustained narrative, “Apocalypse” is not 

without its disjunction, and these missing pieces inject just the right amount of uncertainty and 

possibility, giving the reader room for wonderment and imaginative engagement. Crucially, we 

are not made aware of the causes of the apocalypse, nor are we privy to the ultimate fates of the 

characters whose peregrinations we follow. When the speaker slides a gold ring from the finger 

of a dead girl and puts it on, he weds himself to death, presaging our ultimate fears of his 

annihilation. Though the “you” in the poem laughs when the speaker slips the ring onto his own 
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finger, the line “The city was a silence and the dead girl’s ring felt tight around my finger” 

suggests the fundamental discomfiture experienced by these people in a landscape they do their 

best to accept (17). Retaining one’s humanity in a cataclysm is grueling, and we are invited to 

consider this judgment because Prufer skillfully balances continuity and discontinuity in his 

work. 

Still, even though we are faced with some discontinuity in terms of the narrative gaps in 

the poem, the gutting final line of “Apocalypse” draws a clear line from the reader—likely 

encountering Prufer’s poem in a moment of repose in a world that, while functional, is not 

without its disappointments and spiritual starvations—to the citizens of a world after the world. 

Prufer ends with, “Beside a broken lamppost, you smiled. Such sharp teeth. We were always 

hungry then” (18). Perhaps this hunger, this endless drive to consumption, is what exhausted the 

civilized world the speaker once knew, the world that told him to tell stories, as I believe that we 

must, even in poetry, even in the frenetic 21st century. 

But once again, continuity is not without risks with which we must re-familiarize 

ourselves if we are to champion this form anew in an age of disconnection. In his 2009 

interview, Snodgrass also notes that “there’s a difference between exposing yourself and 

displaying yourself. If you can’t [write] without making a display out of it, I don’t think you 

ought to do it” (“The Original”). This dichotomy between exposure and display calls sexual 

behavior to mind: the word “exposure” even carries a criminal sexual component. But to hear 

Snodgrass’ dictum this way is to misunderstand what he’s saying. To “expose” here is to pull 

back the veil, to wipe away a bit of the stage makeup we wear to meet the world. It is a generous 

gesture, not a self-aggrandizing one. The word “display” brims with connotations of 

entertainment, of easy interception. Snodgrass admits that Anne Sexton, whom he famously 
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mentored, became too invested in display later in her life. Snodgrass’ own personal epic, 

“Heart’s Needle,” offers this kind of valuable exposure, wherein the speaker is not a naked 

person, but a nude: an analogy advocated by Rachel Zucker in her GNAT, or “Grossly Non-

Academic Talk” on the “I” in poetry: 

16. … If you take your clothes off you are naked but are not a Nude, and certainly 

not a nude painting. The poem, no matter how bare, is a Nude, and never really 

naked. That said, you need to take your clothes off to know what your skin really 

feels like. 

 

17. Take your clothes off (“Confessionalography”). 

 

To linger a moment longer on metaphor, it might be said that canonical “Confessional” poets like 

Snodgrass, Lowell, Plath, and others actually aspired to render nakedness in poetry rather than 

aestheticized “nudes,” but it is my contention that the “post” in post-confessional poetry has 

mainly to do with a return to the “nude” in terms of divorcing the speaker of the poem from the 

poet. And as long as we craft and conceive of continuous forms and poetry of the personal as 

nudes rather than naked bodies, the risks of display, of excess self-regard (again, core risks of 

continuous forms) are lessened. 

 Still, many contemporary poets fall prey to the pitfalls of continuity in subtle ways that 

inadvertently strengthen the argument for a degree of discontinuity and greater lyricism in such 

poetry. Sharon Olds’ “Once,” from her 1999 collection Blood, Tin, Straw, risks continuity and, in 

addition to other factors, is ultimately consumed by it, making the poem a prime example of an 

overabundance of poetic continuity that annihilates poetry’s subtler offerings and becomes, 

instead, a poem of mere display. From the poem’s first line, the overwhelming presence of the 

narrative “I” makes itself known (and regrettably does not abate): 

I saw my father naked, once, I 

opened the blue bathroom door 

which he always locked — if it opened, it was empty — 
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and there, surrounded by the glistening turquoise 

tile, sitting on the toilet, was my father, 

all of him, and all of him 

was skin… (1 – 7). 

 

The first line of the poem begins and ends with the personal pronoun, announcing the speaker as 

the center of the work. Immediately, with no contextualization, Olds begins the poem as one 

might begin an anecdote to a friend: “I saw my father naked, once.” As we move through the 

poem, we discover that there is not much else to this story beyond the totalizing plot summary 

deployed in this first line. 

 Olds attempts at every turn to slow the speed of interpretation over the poem’s most 

discomfiting images, forcing the reader to live inside the continuous, suffocating viewpoint of 

the speaker as her eyes rove over her father’s naked body. The poem is also redundant in tone 

and idea; thus what is revealed as we proceed with the continuous narrative arc is quotidian 

personal information, not an abundance of new perspectives. Instead, we are guided up and down 

the male form, encouraged to dwell intensely on key images through Olds’ use of repetition and 

line breaks in particular. For example, the exact repetition in the line “all of him, and all of him” 

compels us to linger over the image of the whole of the father’s fleshy corpus, and the break 

between this line and the next line, “was skin,” delays the onset of the instant of perception, 

forcing us to “look” intently upon the image. The following lines use a preponderance of 

punctuation to slow the poem’s velocity into a halting creep: 

…In an instant my gaze ran 

in a single, swerving, unimpeded 

swoop, up: toe, ankle, 

knee, hip, rib, nape, 

shoulder, elbow, wrist, knuckle, 

my father (7 – 12). 

The sheer volume of single words separated by commas, coupled with the midline colon in line 

nine, demand that we interpret each anatomical part in slow snapshots. Lines such as “knee, hip, 
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rib, nape” confine our attention to the speaker’s first-person perception, her hyper-focus on the 

object of her gaze. While we are treated to metaphor in the poem’s final quarter when Olds 

writes, “my father a shorn lamb, / my father a cloud in the blue sky / of the blue bathroom,” these 

images of vulnerability and innocence are not interrogated, and we quickly return again to the 

speaker’s point of view in the next lines, “my eye had driven / up the hairpin mountain road of 

the / naked male.” (18 – 22).The lamb and cloud metaphors do not enlarge the sense of the poem 

or bring different concerns into view, they merely serve to reinforce the speaker’s personal 

bewilderment at her apprehension of her father “sitting / to shit” (14 – 15). 

The sole revelation of the poem is, too, a personal one that does not leave much room for 

readers to enter the work or to find any redeeming judgments outside of the closed, personal 

epiphany of the speaker as the poem abruptly ends: 

…I had turned a corner 

and found his flank unguarded — gentle 

bulge of the hip-joint, border of the pelvic cradle (22 – 24). 

Because the poem ends in the same image that is presented at the beginning of the poem, that of 

the speaker’s naked father sitting on the toilet, we feel as if we have not gained any ground, have 

not travelled anywhere in the poem. The line “I had turned a corner” is as close to revelation as 

we come. However, not only does Olds fail to say what the speaker turned a corner into, merely 

reporting that something had changed, but she also crafts a revelation that is of primary 

significance for the speaker alone. While continuity in general need not imply narrowness 

necessarily, the constricted, repetitive exhibition in this poem is served by narrative continuity 

here in negative ways. We end where we began, rooted firmly in the consciousness of a single 

entity hell-bent on relaying its point of view to the extinction of all others.  

Poems like these, which are continuous to the point of exhaustion, would profit from a 

greater degree of discontinuity, or a looser lyricism, in order to function maximally in terms of 
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artistry, intellection, and instruction. Olds has stated that this last aim—that of edification and 

utility—is one to which she aspires. In a pithy interview with The Guardian, Olds says that more 

than anything she wants poetry, her poetry, to be “useful” (“Sharon Olds”). While tying the value 

of poetry to utility is a precarious concept for anyone writing or teaching the art form, if Olds 

truly does desire for her work to “useful,” I would argue that it is difficult to make a poem as 

confining, continuous, and personal as “Once” useful to others in the grandest sense because of 

its intense, uninterrupted focus on the poetic self. 

For a poem to be of service to a reader emotionally, spiritually, or otherwise, there must 

be room for an “other” to enter the work; there must be a degree of alterity. And so, while we 

must confront the very real risks of discontinuous forms, we must also understand that the total 

eradication of discontinuity is just as undesirable. If we consider another poem that risks 

continuity but does not give over to a continuous form wholly, we see how critical alterity is in 

crafting poems of artistic, philosophical, and emotional significance. Stephen Dunn’s “The 

Routine Things Around the House” has the potential to be myopic and embarrassing in multiple 

senses: it recounts a culturally taboo subject—a mother exposing her breasts to her son at his 

request—in a linear, first-person fashion. It also teeters precariously on the edge of narcissism in 

its first moments: 

When Mother died 

I thought: now I’ll have a death poem. 

That was unforgivable 

 

yet I’ve since forgiven myself 

as sons are able to do 

who’ve been loved by their mothers (1 – 6). 

In the first tercet alone, the capitalized “Mother,” the quick introduction of the “I,” and the 

baldness of the poet-as-speaker’s reprehensible thought process (“now I’ll have a death poem”) 
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pack a heavy confessional punch. However, the speaker immediately seeks the antidote to 

confession, breaking the spell of continuous, totalizing personality: his admission suggests self-

criticism about his momentary narcissism. His eventual forgiveness is modeled by the mother-

son relationship, which is so often the source of mere infantile self relation; here however, it is 

complicated, undermined, then ultimately forgiven. Furthermore, in the second tercet, we are 

treated to another reduction in the intensity of the speaker’s persona when Dunn writes, “I’ve 

forgiven myself,” but then, “as sons are able to do” (emphasis mine). The move into the public 

sphere, the larger category of “sons” rather than “Stephen Dunn as a son” releases the pressure of 

the first-person, and this small shift away from pure linear narrative enriches the poem and, as 

we will soon see, renders more attractive the literal and figurative nakedness that we will 

encounter some stanzas later.  

In the second set of tercets, Dunn continues to invest in a similar pattern of intense focus 

on the self followed by an outward motion into the world of others: “I stared into the coffin / 

knowing how long she’d live, / how many lifetimes there are,” Dunn writes movingly of his 

speaker, “in the sweet revisions of memory” (7 – 10). Then, we are presented with this even 

larger movement, where Dunn injects some objectivity into the poem by breaking the original 

train of subjective thought, admitting, “It’s hard to know exactly / how we ease ourselves back 

from sadness…” (11 – 12). The introduction of the plural subjective first person leaves room, for 

the first time, for ideas outside of the speaker’s personal experience. By contextualizing the 

experience of the speaker in term of the human condition, by asking how “we” as a people return 

from the brink of despair, Dunn interrupts his first-person narrative by interjecting a moment of 

existential inquiry. 
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 From the fifth tercet to the end of the “The Routine Things,” Dunn conveys the major 

narrative of vulnerability that comprises the poem’s climax, and because this story is bookended 

by moments of discursive thinking that break the poem’s narrative continuity, the personal nature 

of the writing gains wider significance and resists absolute self-absorption and subjectivity. The 

speaker recalls being twelve years old and asking his mother to show him her breasts: a request 

she coolly indulges. The speaker stares at them, “without embarrassment or coyness… afraid to 

ask for more” (19, 21). Dunn’s ultimate judgments about this narrative have to do with 

disjuncture, with lacunae, with “what might have happened,” in that he inscribes the poem to 

“incompleteness”: 

Mother, dead woman 

 

who I think permits me 

to love women easily, 

this poem 

 

is dedicated to where 

we stopped, to the incompleteness 

that was sufficient 

 

and to how you buttoned up, 

began doing the routine things 

around the house (36 – 45). 

Dunn is not content to merely report, as Olds seems to do in “Once.” Though “The Routine 

Things” shares content features with Olds’ poem—parental nudity, exposure, curiosity, the 

prospect of shame—Dunn’s poem is not a benediction to his mother, to the body, nor to his own 

subjectivity. Dunn does not linger on careful descriptions of clavicle, breast, and areolae, asking 

us to mimic his own youthful scrutiny. While his form is narrative, Dunn’s overall project 

sanctifies omission instead of totality (a hallmark of many discontinuous poems), both in terms 

of what did not happen that afternoon in his mother’s bedroom and in terms of the details and 
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personal perspective that are purposefully lacking in the poem, to the immense benefit of its 

whole. 

Some might argue that dissociative poetry is mature in its estimation of contemporary 

existence as too fractured and frantic for a staid continuous form like narrative to faithfully or 

meaningfully encapsulate, counter, or critique. While I do not pretend to be ignorant of the 

multiplicity of our lives in this cultural moment—quite the contrary—I resist the notion that 

continuous forms are absolutely incompatible in this age. Isn’t it only natural in a disordered 

society to crave continuity? In ages past, didn’t we crave the pastoral in paintings even as 

smokestacks sprang like grasping fingers from beneath the country’s soil?  

Whether we understand discontinuous forms to be poems of “hip contemporary 

skittishness” as Hoagland does, as poems that refuse to be bound by hierarchies, or poems that 

refuse vulnerability, our current appetite for such work is unhealthy. No matter how we define 

discontinuous poems, Hoagland reminds us that “The last thing such poems are going to do is 

risk their detachment, their distance, their freedom from accountability. The one thing they are 

not going to do is commit themselves to the sweaty enclosures of subject matter and the potential 

embarrassment of sincerity” (“Fear of Narrative”). The late Paul Violi once said to a classmate of 

mine that sincerity and sentimentality were risks “worth taking.” I would argue, also, that 

continuity is a risk worth taking as well. Though we have seen how forms that are too continuous 

and too discontinuous can fail, the potential losses that poems of discontinuity suffer are much 

greater than those of poems that are too continuous and subjective.  

The major disadvantages of continuous forms—hyper-subjectivity, unearned authority, 

and over-exposure—are palpable. However, poems that take such risks are far more likely to 

provide thrilling and meaningful experience on the page than poems that resort to listing flippant, 
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disjunctive declarations, poems whose speakers refuse to appear human, vulnerable, and fallible. 

Furthermore, the risks of discontinuity—triviality, failure to assert value—are far graver than the 

risks posed by continuous forms. As practitioners of poetry, we are charged with the duty of 

ensuring not just the future of our art form, but its continued significance. All art must be 

allowed to play, to challenge, and to disrupt, but when we forsake modes of continuity, telling, 

and personal witness in favor of that disruption, we doom the achievements of poetry to banality 

and inattention. In the high tide of information and noise, a surfeit of discontinuity presents risks 

whose consequences are too grave to be ignored.  
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The tide flows round the children’s sandy fancy 

Put up what flag you like, it is too late 

To save your soul with bunting. 

 

—LOUIS MACNEICE, from Autumn Journal 
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CASTLES 

 

We play at the past, 

leaping inside the bouncing fortress. 

 

They say at this age  

you’re faced with yourself— 

 

you return like planets,  

older even than the nobles  

 

who used to fuck and fight 

in bastions like these. 

 

While we jump, a double rainbow  

promises a messenger, or doesn’t. 

 

Under such auspices we forget  

our debts, our doom, our nothing  

 

yet to mortgage—our twenties  

in the twenty-first century. 

 

In the garage someone flips a switch 

and the castle’s heart goes silent. 

 

The viscous early summer  

sucks in the lavender battlements, 

 

the gates implode as the palace exhales. 

We sip our beer. Is this pleasant,  

 

watching the bounce house fall  

and rise, topple  

 

and thrum to life again. 

Over and over its spires collapse  

 

like a closing hand, 

clutching the strange people in its palm. 

 

Now you see it, now— 

we chuckle and say cheers. 

 

When the laughter fades,  

the walls begin to hum again.        (stanza break) 
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The castle’s denizens call out  

from under the turret’s heavy lightness 

 

and the towers rise once more. 

We save each other. Someone  

 

has to end the trick, has to bring back 

what’s disappeared. 
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CREATION MYTH 

I leave you to imagine whether we avenged upon this idol, which the Iroquois had 

strongly recommended us to honor... I consecrated one of my axes to break this god of 

stone… in order that it might never be heard of again. God rewarded us immediately for 

this good action, for we killed a roebuck and a bear that very day. 

—René Bréhant de Galinée, March 26, 1670 

 

In uncertainty, we Americans burn. Flameless candles, we shine, no matter when: 

three years after Pearl Harbor, mushroom clouds; 

twelve years after Sputnik, one small step; 

twenty years after retirement, die. 

     You had better. The money’s running out. Come home 

 

to do it. This is the waiting room, Detroit the magazine. Its pages choked with ads: 

make your car invisible, 

avoid traffic tickets, 

longer, thicker, firmer— 

     super formulas and sweet rides, 

 

sludge in the country’s veins. America’s macerated heart: 

a gallon of blood pumped into a Camaro’s tank, 

a thorn pressed in a locket, 

a brewery sacrilegiously nested 

     inside a paintpeeled church. 

 

It beats. The creation of the creation myth— 

what are we making if we are not making? 

What are we if we are not? The creation myth,  

made thing in a city made by made things.  

When the French came, they cut the soil like dark cake. 

 

Our grandfathers run their numb fingers over the new baby Cadillac: 

the alluring bodywork 

22-inch wheels the old rulebook wouldn’t allow, 

the sketchbook silhouette, somehow surviving 

     the translation from concept to production. 

 

Cowering behind it, the Big Three pinch pensions, twist 

their shirt buttons 

their unlit cigarettes 

their middle-aged lips, trying to remember 

 how to dream a machine that mattered. 

 

How to matter: begin in pieces,         

end in piecemeal,              

end in a black and blue confusion,       (no stanza break) 
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end in the great incision of Eight Mile, her stitches showing:                                    

     choose a side. Both are dying. You must choose. 

 

I leave you to imagine whether we will rise again: 

I dare Detroit to make anything  

as functional, as gorgeous as the axe  

that cut us into beginning. I dare God to reward us, on this 

     or any day. 
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WHAT’S LEFT OF MICHIGAN 

 

The house on the corner hawks cemetery blankets  

and poinsettias from the front porch. Mom whispers 

shithole as we drive by, like she’s never seen it, the litter 

 

of car husks flanking the lawn, the bony swingsets  

with gone children, people who put the dog dish in the bathroom  

because it’s practical—dark, quiet, and out of the way.  

 

All mine: this frozen bark that ticks more slowly than time,  

the skin of winter cooling. I know it from waking,  

sweating coldly to its whisper. Here, Ford fills mouths 

 

and also means Fucker Only Runs Downhill.  

The last time I heard that, your curse,  

it was forbidden. The streets are deader  

 

than I remembered, colder than the hummocks I shoveled 

the day I dug the car out to meet you. I ploughed so quickly  

my heart protested. Mom begged me to lift the snow 

 

more slowly. When I got out I sped past the shithole  

again, this time peddling wreaths and spaniel puppies 

that would drown in the freezing stream. 

 

When I arrived you ended us, rewarded my effort— 

fingertips stung with frigid scooping—by turning me out,  

pointing me home. It was, yes, cold. 

 

These too are mine: the ones who wait for the Auto Show,  

for the cherries to ripen, for something  

hard to thaw, to warm and run all the way down. 
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MILANESE 101 

 
What is the difference between a scone and a biscuit? 

The perennial students jostle and bake, ask questions, 

heat pepita with coriander. I tell them to celebrate 

the ordinary, then veer from the expected. Fork an apple; 

shovel ice cream into teacups. Crush, tear, smash— 

potatoes to figs, it all tends to look 

like sex. At home I consider the red bauble on my nightstand. 

It glistens, collects dust like white pepper. It is a cow’s heart. 

It is my heart. Why wear it on the sleeve? By day it’s on my clavicle, 

abdomen, nipple. I steam and blanche 

and after class the backyard is smooth with fondant snow. 

That doesn’t mean I can’t put the garden twine to use. 

At the empty table I try it on, twine around the larynx, 

twine about the ears, scratching the gold earrings that lick my neck. 

These demonstrations must frighten the dog, whose smell I carry 

to the bodied kitchen. There are one hundred ways 

to show your love: all require a pan, a flame, the butcher’s offal 

bound with string. The package, too, gets the garrote. 

I wear my heart on my tibia, wear it on my spleen. The oil spits 

obscenities, the veal begins to breathe. I swear to use only 

what you’ve got and no more. I tell the students 

not to waste: make a salad with celery greens and bits of hake. 

What’s the difference between scone and biscuit? 

Only that I’m the scone. Held, with string. 
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YARNING 

 

In my mustard spider web,  

Grampy is snared, his big toes 

newel posts for my wool net,  

glad to be the evening’s prey.  

I’m yarning the house, eyes trained 

on every hook and handle 

ripe for my cocooning hand. 

I snare and snag with remnants 

left unknit in Grandma’s stash  

of 70s cloth and thread. 

Olive, chartreuse, rust, meringue— 

the old house entangled, 

a maze of fettered doorknobs, 

chandeliers of mischief, string. 

Did I love the keeping most? 

The catching, holding still 

the freeze-frame of an evening? 

Or what came next: the scissors 

flashing in my hand, a snip 

that freed us. I was mercy. 

There is no release out there, 

beyond the windowpanes laced 

with weavers and widows, silk 

shimmering, all clutch and sting. 

In here, though I spin and sew 

no slips or dresses appear, 

neither scarf nor shawl is born 

from Grandma’s old kit. Instead 

I learn to catch, to let go. 
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CEASE AND DESIST 

after Ciaran Berry 

 

A few days ago the maintenance staff removed a bird nest full of eggs on the third floor of 

building twelve. First of all, I found this act to be extremely callous. I have been told that the 

resident next door to me complained that the birds were “flying in her face,” which led her to 

request the nest’s removal. This is ridiculous— 

 

Everything moves towards elegy  

this season of lost light, lost 

though there is more of it than ever.  

Texas creeps toward summer. 

The handyman fidgets with a ladder 

 

in the afternoon heat, climbs up 

to reach the muddied cup, daubed 

over the door frame and lined 

with downy feathers. And because 

there is nothing left for the universe 

 

to expand into, he turns and dumps 

the freckled eggs, speckled like Easter candy,  

into the maw of the trash can.  

 

—I live on the same floor and have never had a problem with the birds. Furthermore, it does not 

matter how my neighbor feels about the birds, because they are Barn Swallows, and the Barn 

Swallow (hirundo rustica) is a migratory bird protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act— 

 

Night after night, the mother bird huddles 

on the jamb, feathers fluffed against 

the cruel wind. I see her and say  

mourning. Pathetic fallacy. Imagine 

her tireless effort, her snub beak 

carrying mouthfuls of dirt, working 

 

day after day until—gone 

the three round shells, inside of which 

were miracles or empty hiccups or both. 

The dark stain left where the nest was 

makes me hate the world, the fact 

of other days, all more terrible than these.  

 

—This act states that it is unlawful to pursue, hunt, take, capture, kill or sell these birds. The act  

 

(no stanza break) 
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also grants full protection to any bird parts, and prohibits the removal of eggs and nests, even  

from private property. I enjoyed watching the birds build the nest and sit on the eggs, night after 

night. Seeing them became a part of my nightly routine. Since the first nest has been destroyed, I 

have had to watch the female bird stand watch over the door frame where the nest used to be, 

mourning her loss. She is now building a new nest over the door and my neighbor is knocking 

pieces of it down herself with a broom— 

 

The egg cups crushed and solitary,  

the salmon-bellied mother sick  

with confusion. I see her mouth 

stuffed with fresh mud and grass, 

her cargo smeared over my door. 

Her beginning sticks in my throat: hope,  

though I haven’t known its taste  

since I worked in that fetid Manhattan  

office, the windows greased 

with birdshit, the boss a monster 

with curious hands. He used to bark 

for coffee, and from that kitchen window 

I saw the city’s terrible secrets. 

—Please cease and desist knocking down the Barn Swallow nests and destroying their eggs, and 

please make certain that the resident next door follows the law as well. It is unnecessary and, 

more importantly, unlawful, to harm these birds, their eggs, or their nests. If the birds choose to 

build another nest in the complex and it is knocked down by the maintenance staff or the 

resident, I will report this act to the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service, the complex’s parent company, your mother, my mother, god— 

The malice of men, funneled onto the fire escape.  

Two birds hunched on the air conditioner:  

the smaller pigeon bloody and featherstuck,  

one eye closed against his bully, the other  

trained right on my face.  
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DROPSY DAISY 

 

My boss asked me to proofread his father’s eulogy. Corneas swelling, I focus on his terror of 

commas, insert them liberally in the tirade. They hadn’t spoken in three decades. I tighten the 

grammar like screws on the casket he’ll never see: he won’t be reading it aloud. Its dry papers 

will be sent to the grieving: the cheap orange envelope the edge of its reach. His father died 

among the citrus groves of the West Coast. Why his son—forty-nine, braces on corn-niblet 

teeth—ever came to this frigid city is beyond me. He bitches when the scarves come out. How 

do we get so far away? If we could come to an agreement on the pronunciation of diaspora, I 

might be able to get some sleep. The words blur, undulate over the page like some sick fluid. I go 

into his office to ask if I can take the word “fucking” out of the phrase “he was fucking nuts.” I 

got his life story: a continuing saga, a masticated paper bag. I watch his screensaver float—

photographs of himself, the cigars he just learned how to smoke appearing in one shot after the 

next. I move my fingers across brittle keys. Letters crush themselves against the glass like 

bedbugs, like rain. I wish they made music when I pressed them: little songs for those who can’t 

hear them. 
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MUSHROOM 

 

When we come home and see it, I decide to quit smoking. 

It looms in June heat, a white fortress raised in the cat grass. 

 

The white cap dusted with electrified spores, crackling with virile heat.  

I part the green hair with two fingers to search for malignant moles 

 

and find a legion at the planter’s rim. Leucocoprinus birnbaumii says my screen, 

its beacon my flashlight, its pronouncement cold. Though poisonous,  

 

some say, let them be. Add deer figurines to make a forest scene. 

But I’ve had enough pleasure—I won’t live on dew and death. 

 

Without deliberation, we tip the whole thing into the dumpster. 

The box’s wood bottom flashes in the dark: alight with spores,  

 

blazing with luteous seeds. This is my greatest fear, you say— 

something awful has been growing. The thought that’s plagued me throbs: 

 

that I owe you, at least, my whole life. To stay on this seething marble  

as long as I can. Dutiful, I toss the xanthic pack of smokes.  

 

When I come to you again I am not quite new. I creep to bed 

tipped with ash—a little animal, a little hungry plant. 
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LOVE METER 

 

While you take meetings I wander the wet  

and uphill streets—anthropologist 

 

who tempts the lightning with umbrella spoke, the shelter  

a dripping carousel. I visit Japantown in fog,  

 

spending my little cash on ideas of animals cast in rubber— 

erasers I line up on the railing outside, rank-and-file 

 

as the seals we watch later, open-mouthed. 

They, too, are made things, bulgebellies who slap  

 

the wharf. I’ve been here before— 

this city of our last family vacation, 

 

but this time it’s you who fill the grey streets 

with your hailing. The cable cars that mother loved  

 

you derail with an errant hand, the cold drizzle halts  

at the shore of your whitecapped smile. 

 

These weeks are no different than the other three hundred  

we’ve imbibed together, each slowly diluting my life  

 

before you—the kaleidoscope of those who made me  

dims and slows, even as I direct sequels  

 

against the backdrops of those home videos— 

me on the redwood roots,  

 

dad piloting mom in a wheelchair  

I never imagined he’d push away.  

 

Now we meander to the arcade museum,  

bellies full of unlucky crab.  

 

Each whirring antique dares us to forget 

what’s come before— 

 

every morning we awake and agree to stay,  

our matching pillowcases a silent yes.  

 

You drop a quarter and I watch  

the firefly pop of the meter’s bulbs        (stanza break) 
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vacillating between TRUE LOVE and POOR FISH.  

You tighten your grip and we wait for the verdict— 

 

how much easier to feed the machine our little choice? 

My breath slows as the lights strike their pronouncements,  

 

the tips of molten swords in blacksmith fire, revealing  

a future your grip squeezes, steadily, towards. 
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HALF PAST 

 

The blow to the head clangs like a lens flare, shines like a big bronze knell. After impact comes 

agnosia—my father asked his patients to sketch the time. What came out were half clocks, six 

numbers only or twelve teeming on one side: visual neglect. These were their wholes. Some 

claimed their left legs were not their own, others had ignored their right hands, fallow with 

disuse. At night  

 

I conjured the man who shaved half his face, the hungry woman who didn’t see the right side of 

her plate, the girl whose blush pinked just one (which?) of her cheeks. Face half mown, belly 

half caved, a clown who halts the whiteface halfway. My father’s dictations murmured under the 

door, ticker tape run off its reel. Unilateral neglect—a glitch in the system, the mechanisms 

meant to churn and bring us home. Encode, store, retrieve. I know I can. Encode the night the 

secretary knock- 

 

knocked, dripping with rain on the doorstep, delivering mail that could have waited. Store what 

you pulled from his suit coat one morning (what was it?) and how you guiltily put it back. When 

my father asked a patient to draw his first car, his old cat, his wife’s face, just half rose up from 

the ink. The memory is whole, but simply being ignored. Retrieve the final afternoon, half  

 

the bedroom closet gone, half the shoes sauntered off (had he left the slippers?), half the 

nightstand stripped of coins. Half hallucination, half memory, half dream of certainty. Neglect of 

the body, the space around it, the places beyond its reach. Among the papers he left, gulls at rest 

on shore, a file on the blotter flayed open—there, half tulips standing sentry before  

a graphite sea. 
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THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS BAD LUCK 

 

In a terrible movie 

a jeweler says the perfect diamond  

would be composed solely of light 

but I know  

we wear imperfection on our fingers 

carbon a kind of memory 

of life gone by and to come 

we buy my wedding band  

and I wear it immediately 

is it bad luck I ask the salesperson 

there is no such thing as bad luck she says 

grinning through her pitch 

you always say  

that luck is the residue of design 

I always say  

I’m the luckiest woman on earth 

you remind me that luck  

lives in the corners of a room  

perfectly designed 

are we designed for each other 

have we made of our lives a blueprint 

a proposal for some fortunate future 

luck the residue of design 

diamonds the residue of dinosaurs 

we waited for eons like they did 

ready to be wholly enthralled 

do you have me wholly 

do you make me whole 

does this circle or 

does this sparkle 

yes and yes because  

the point is the making 

the impossible task of clutching the light  

putting life in prongs 

the I cannot have you wholly 

the glee of being in your orbit 

the colorless, flawless light  

that bounces off us 

and races invisibly quietly 

somewhere we will never know 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR DIVORCE 

 

To leave for good, take out your tweezers. 

In this fluorescent room, join your spouse, little word,  

little lame bird, participle from the Latin, to bind. 

Come with the vase of wedding sand 

 

you poured together that day—your wash of blue  

then her swath of green, you the shore and she the tide pulling you 

out to sea, but together at least. Take the jar, gargoyle that once hulked  

on the mantle: salt the ground with it. Spill the sage  

 

and cerulean grains you matched to spring linens,  

to bridesmaid dresses you’ve buried in closets,  

burned through with naphthalene. In this sad sandbox, sit down.  

Your husband’s shirt is unironed, he reeks of another  

 

woman’s soap. There is work to be done. Your rings  

glint under the fixtures like pinned beetles. Look closely,  

pick your ceruleans from the clutch of her sages:  

return your grains to your coffee cup. Your eyes will burn  

 

with work, jeweler’s loupes squeezed between your brows.  

You’ll smell her breath, that same perfume, the stray hairs haloing  

her ears. No documents, no cruel crush of ink on paper, just the plink  

of grains on glass. If you are quiet, you will hear them say,  

 

think. The task is large—what is fault or folly, it all starts to look like the sea.  

You might make it out of this place: two ruins. Or you’ll fill a bucket,  

its bottom pegged like a turret’s top. Go, tip it over:  

a careful stab, a castle’s breathless keep. 
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HAPPY EVERYTHING 

 

In my mother’s nightmare, she’s young again. 

Her bridal shower is at the local McDonald’s 

 

and the groom is her youngest brother,  

who carves a wizened pumpkin.  

 

A Christmas tree’s light shudders on the wall 

while guests pick at cornucopias 

 

and tear at glittered Valentines—  

they soaped the windows: Happy Everything.  

 

So many celebrations in just one day: here is her horror.  

She the inveterate decorator, spiker of punches,  

 

curler of ribbons. But when her hands petrify  

into gloves of pain, it is not a dream.  

 

The part where the parties end, her husband  

leaves and takes the guests, is not, alas, the dream.  

 

She writes toasts for the parlor ghosts 

but thinks this is absurd: all the year’s eruptions of joy and hello  

 

in one dumb night. The terror is the shitty party 

inside the party—the one where no one’s left. 

 

Not the lost house, its dining room blazing  

with champagne and brandy, fogged with a turkey’s steam. 

 

Instead she sweats through the night under the threat  

of unlicked invitations, a missed button at a wedding feast.  

 

More than anything she dreams the sound of no one 

in her kitchen, neighbors potlucking on the rotting deck, 

 

silent and swirling their perfect sangria, wishing  

its red whirlpool would pull them down. 
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THE LAST TIME I SAW DAVID 

 

Dad is slicing apples, pressing a blade into each red body 

like a surgeon getting good margins, and says— 

 

You know, apple seeds have arsenic in them. A blink,  

then a smile. Eating a little is good for you. 

 

A delicate poison he was, up to the steaming brim 

with strychnine grins. The toxin detail was probably  

 

a lie, much like everything else he told me 

about life, how he’d never leave, the fated rib  

 

I came from—putrid skin-wrapped sausage I imagined. 

These days, older, I wonder how many kernels 

 

it would take to erase me, too, to push the both of us  

into memory, returning to the earth and air  

 

where this and all stories begin: with something 

wonderfully consoling. Something about apples, sin. 
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EVERY CREEPING THING 

 

Pluck a lute hard enough and the strings 

break: purpose filled, Hagar stumbles 

 

into woods at dawn. How much 

does water weigh against a child, beside 

 

a crusting loin of bread? When both 

are gone she lays the milk-sweet baby 

 

beneath the leaves. Castigated muse, marrow 

bone stripped clean. She watches it not— 

 

will not look upon its dying. Yeasty fists 

grasp at underbrush, an aria 

 

of cries that can’t be scored. 

And then the waiting, the thousand 

 

gestures: brush at a beetle, 

grip a tuft of grass. Waiting 

 

for the toneless ring of that voice  

among voices, that sibilating  

 

hope. The interim is all, her body crouched— 

a compass that won’t point north. 
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POEM IN THE MOUTH OF ANGELA CHASE 

 

There are people who just like, say things. And in the moment 

I mean… they don’t like know what they’re doing. Except  

they kind of do. Today Sharon looked at me and said  

I wouldn’t understand. About, like, her eyeliner dilemma.  

And I mean, I didn’t even know like, what she was talking about.  

 

But it didn’t matter to me. It feels like... like I failed or something.  

It doesn’t even make sense. I feel like a failed… woman,  

or something. I always have. I’m shaped like a boy,  

my voice is like… loud. I mean really loud. And I’m so like,  

stubborn. That’s not even the right word for it.  

 

This is why I like, run into open lockers.  

I think too much… I don’t know how this happened. Like  

how I went from bullfrogs to bras and skipped the part 

where I was supposed to, like, want it. The only time I ever feel…  

feminine, or whatever… is when I’m with a guy.  

 

Like when Jordan was teaching me to drive. Or trying to. 

I kept like, laughing and giggling. And putting my hair behind 

my ear. I don’t even know why. He like, came alive when I was… 

that girl. When I put it in reverse and almost hit the fence. I knew 

I wouldn’t, but it made him touch my wrist on the shifter. 

 

But that’s like… screwed up. Even though they like it. I mean the guys.  

When they feel like big tough men. And we like that they like it  

because it makes them feel good, which makes us like it  

in a way, because it makes them happy. But we don’t really like it.  

At least not when we like, actually stop and think about it. Right? 
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AGNIESZKA’S SPINE 

 

In a dawn dream, John Stamos and his orchid  

woman slug lychee martinis, feign sweet sleep  

as the lights snuff out. Their eighth child  

 

was a surprise: translucent hand clinging  

to a latex glove, limpid as a water 

chestnut, soft as a nuzzle from a paparazzo’s dog.  

 

Three days before Christmas he is still  

sleeping with her for insane volumes of money—  

his little liberation from the biological, 

 

the bourgeois. The machine heaves a sigh 

and churns on. You see, we are up to our knees 

in fear: rubber boots suck onto our calves.  

 

We step in blood. The bread seller’s sign  

held up with a large iron nail, the body of Christ 

for a sugar cube, a grain of rice: everything amounts.  

 

Kaleidoscope of dystopic choices, his unblond vacancy 

and her life force—everything amounts to something; 

even the olives tell lies. 
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TIBETAN MONK SHOT WHILE ON FIRE 

 

I can’t talk about God. Only distance 

from the sun. Near enough to warm us, 

not close enough to kill.  

Incredible: the atoms surging  

through the bed I share,  

the Old Testament tucked under my pillow. 

A bookmark a friend gave me that says  

unputdownable  

halfway into Genesis.  

I get bored with the begetting,  

end up drunk with questions 

on the porch again, eluding party guests.  

I have science, I have Shakespeare, 

I have the blue cataract of sky  

and I’m young and it’s enough.  

Hard to believe in a place  

where every day is your birthday. 

Always a surprise party and you, always surprised.  

Heaven seems a lot like Groundhog Day. 

I feel the universe as it expands with my chest— 

I can’t talk about God. Only the distance 

between these pages, your hands, the flames. 
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STAR OF THE STRIPES 

 

There’s a little reel in the back of your head. 

When you need it, it will be there, clicking 

and collecting, violating your values, your women. 

You used to break things and fix them 

to destroy them again, dodging flak and missiles, 

sucking down shiraz. Now your prison 

is concrete and pain. When choosing truffles 

or foie gras, your answer was both: together, 

of course. But the dry kiss of the cheek swab 

tells who you really are: they place you 

in a bucket and slam down the lid.  

 

You dream 

of the exurbs, of a dandelion patch slathered 

with gelato. While you rot, the photographers 

list toward the cherry blossoms, the snap 

of their shutters a songbird’s whirr. It’s dizzying: 

your old shark-silver suits, your worn-out 

Mizunos. I asked you when you’d stop running. 

You asked me when I’d start. 
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SAVE HER 

 

If the princess saves the plumber,  

what happens? Does his moustache wither  

like so many winter weeds?  

Does he lose what little manhood  

he keeps in those tight, red pants?  

Or does his sky fill with mauve and chartreuse fireworks  

when her gloved hands break his chains, raise his tired heft? 

 

I wonder if he ribs her, 

what’s good for the goose, huh 

or curses hotly into her oceanic tresses 

put me down, you crazy bitch—does ingratitude glue  

the corners of his mouth like spit? Won’t he see himself,  

damsel in drag, pupils dilated from all those enormous mushrooms? 

 

Why can’t a woman save a man?  

What harm if a man saves a man,  

and that man is his lover? If a woman saves a woman?  

Can we save each other 

if everyone gets to do the saving, if we are elated 

no matter whose eyes appear, finally, over the stone lip of the turret?  

 

Or will it all crumble this way,  

if we summit the pixeled hillside  

to find someone who we can’t bed, or won’t?  

Does it all come down to a kiss baked through  

with the hard heat of gratitude? Is this why no one  

is saving the planet or saving money, saving face, saving themselves?  

 

What are we clutching 

as we smash the candied buttons? 

An inoculation against disappearance,  

to be heard over the din of blips? Do we save  

because we love preservation, or because we want to own?  

 

What does the saving mean  

when the clock ticks down and the world ends,  

when the enemy slithers over the castle’s threshold,  

when the child is harvested for her genes? Is there no such thing  

as a selfless act, like I told my friend that night at the bar 

when all the football teams on TV were losing 

and, blushing, she stormily asked for the check? 

(stanza break) 
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Still the question:  

when the plumber bends  

to gather our princess to his chest  

like so much firewood, will she turn to him at last  

and say is this a rescue mission, or just salvage? 
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WHISKEY ALPHA ROMEO 

 

I slept on a cot the night you told me  

you wanted to join the Navy. I could have been 

 

anywhere. I was in Germany, feeding strange coins 

into a slot. You could have been six, on the roof  

 

of your shoddy garage, cape-clad, mouthing burbled  

flying noise—pretending to be a man. But you were 

 

a man, an American boy. Our friends made me tea  

on a stove I couldn’t use, highlighted the difference  

 

between movies and real life—no one hoses you down  

and calls you a queer, he said. It will be best  

 

for both of you, she said. The cobblestones  

I walked that night, so foreign. We ambulate  

 

like clumsy elephants, trunks tipped down, leaking luck.  

I insist though you resist it—if you can’t beat them,  

 

beat them. But the calisthenics  

aren’t enough. Next is what ticks away  

 

in your chest, the rest is military history. I delegated  

the duties of this promise to get by—  

 

you do the sit-ups and I’ll do the weeping.  

You hoist the flag. I’ll keep watch. 
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SIMON SAYS 

for Luke 

 

Then you laid your aviary on me 

not a jumble of rainbowed breeds 

just one bird again and again 

at least that’s what your mother hoped 

the whole effect  

of her feathered acquisitions might be 

hope is the thing with feathers 

that has to be replaced 

you went through fifteen conures 

all called Le Bon 

should have been called Simon 

because he yes all of them 

was always saying 

scuba scuba 

the word she used to train him 

to shit on cue 

this backfired spectacularly 

because he shat everywhere 

and you haven’t been under water in years 

hope is the thing with an oxygen tank 

fitting that his language was an ocean 

since the sky was out of reach  

he was fifty birds 

he was always the same bird 

your mother pressed a naked one 

to her chest in a towel 

whispering scuba 

this worked for a while 

until the next untutored Le Bon 

came home from the seething pet store 

in the far end of the mall 

you know 

the wing with the cash for gold shops 

hawking cheap watches 

whose shimmering couldn’t compete 

with Le Bon number fourteen’s plumage 

he shit on your hands every morning 

despite the diligent lessons 

until Sherlock your spaniel 

solved that fucking case right quick 

an entire conure in his maw 

that little golden popsicle 

sure put up a fight            (no stanza break)      
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another died grandiose 

I can only hope for as much 

on the bottom of his mucky cage 

wings spread like he wanted a hug 

or a crucifix 

did I just say that 

because Le Bon didn’t die to save her 

his replacements live on 

behind your left ear 

where you keep all your questions 

that time you drove for hours 

to meet a man who peddled birds  

behind his hellish trailer 

it seemed a scummy paradise 

a bony compost heap 

from which Le Bon would rise 

a stupid little Phoenix 

he was always saying 

even when she sat on Le Bon number nine 

you swore you could hear him talking 

as her thighs squeezed him quiet 

his pop star namesake once said 

his musical taste 

was feathers and mascara 

art and artifice 

the whorish plucked feathers  

your mother’s blacked lashes 

glowing under the Christmas lights  

wound through the bird’s barred window 

in July the same as December 

hope is the thing 

he was always saying 

scuba scuba scuba 

like he could imagine 

the bottom of the ocean 

alive with anglers bright as stars 

did he hope he was saying it right 

scuba 

was there enough air 

is there ever 
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DEMOLITION 

One by one the pianos and tap shoes  

of my youth fell to the sword,  

to the word sword, the way it suggests  

what a bird did and its violence, slashing the air— 

though I labored longest over the clash  

of militant dichrome squares, feeling stupid  

in the sway of our sponsor, whose shiver   

I did not wholly understand.  

A chess teacher with a tremor— 

what a thing. She pressed on, 

cuffing the game clock on its ear, portending 

our individual demises as we pushed 

a nervous bishops one space too far, 

forced a pawn too close to a hungry castle: 

check. I marveled at her hand’s small quake,  

toppling the nobles and peons  

that fell beneath the rubble of rooks.  

The heart thrills to this destruction. 

She was brilliant, but never wondered over the words 

as I did, never considered how two players  

could shape time into a crown,  

welding seconds into a glinting whole 

as they rapped the two-faced clock again and again.  

Slowly I winnowed my mediocrities 

down to what I loved: the naming at the crux. 

The hush in the middle of bishop,  

whose whisper mirrored the mystery of psalms  

my parents never needed— 

the way the horse and rider held the shadow  

of evening in its name. The hiss of castling  

is where I’ve staked my claim. 

Have I pared it all away? Am I, as she was, 

not suited to shoulder this passion?  

Will my eyes go like Milton’s, my hands like hers?  

Will it all come rushing down like ancient masonry?  

Tonight at the bar, another square too far— 

my husband catches my queen: she rushes 

from her chamber, palms pressed hotly  

to the tower’s white stones, she too hoping  

she’d raised her flag in a fair quarter,  

praying the sieged walls will hold.  
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CORTLANDT STREET 

 

I was supposed to place the carnations.  

She said to lay some for her, too. I almost  

stuffed them, stuck in the fence, the metal  

punched, a memory hole for the rain-daubed rust  

to swell and snake into the cracks  

of remnant steel and waste beneath the fallen district. 

 

Then bagpipes, flanked by bar and bronze.  

Men like sooty pigeons, scaffolds held with legs  

of twine. The full regalia—kilts with tams  

and horns that rang like silence. Wet eyes  

I could not trust. It was right. Was it right?  

 

Told her that night: the pipes, the rain, the pigeoned  

din. She said implants, feel them, there on fourteenth.  

They felt like breasts. They were, yes? I scoured  

her photos, craving after and before. 

 

Her eye crease an emblem, her macerated palms 

can only clutch and pray. We lay flowers, hands—  

think an umbrella will stay the rain. 
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FUNERAL FOR THE CORK 

 

Of the memories, the only fond ones touch my parents’ soirees. 

I would walk through the crowd, the tables of crab rolls with lemon aioli,  

the phalanx of amusingly-labeled wines, dipping an olive-skewered sword  

into the guests’ drinks. I often thought, 

there are only six people here, and the rest is done 

with mirrors. People with these parents, these legs, come to hold certain truths  

as self-evident: hugging and measuring spoons are optional; never eat anything  

from a Pepto-pink truck. Old Mission and Leelanau dwarfed our bay abode, the pets 

we buried in the carriage house. The place has mojo, charisma.  

It’s wild. The soil is extremely interesting; I dreamed of eating it,  

baked in a paper-thin pastry. Gone are the parties, gone 

the enormous unpredictability: if you have something great, it dies 

of Pierce’s disease; if you have an awful vineyard, it lives forever. 

Now at sundown the street cacophony is only a hum—I smell 

charcoal fires from the barns and beaches, but I have few regrets. 

Just that I should have heaved-ho. Just that it should have been sooner. 
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SAY MINE 

Arlington, VA 

 

A silence muzzles the swarm of rifles, the sky  

baking mourners’ cheeks, blacked, asking for it. 

 

My mother reads names in the shade, stones scarred  

with elsewhere—a star, a cross, a city that isn’t home.  

 

All is drowned by the mowing—the grass gorged  

 

on careless light. As a girl she taught me to say  

the names: ballast against forgetting. I want someone  

 

to say mine, she says, when I’m gone. It stings—burnt skin  

 

saves the thumbprint. Say mine. I wanted her  

to let be the veil—I didn’t want those words or any,  

 

just a foil that is kind in its sharpness, a quiet cut 

 

that holds the heat it becomes. Her throat closes  

on consonants, swallows the marks unseen. No matter 

 

how we’re harmed, all wounds become their own pain— 

 

I shield my eyes from the shine that will desiccate  

the mowing, this little gasp of dust. 
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REVENGE 

 

The physics of hope scintillate in a gloomy sci-fi landscape: 

whenever there is uncertainty, whenever we think 

 

the end might be near, certain stories gurgle to life. 

I have to catch up on mammoth box sets that test my wallet, the strength 

 

of my shelves. We crave one 3D to rule them all, the next summer con 

where we can dress up, leave town, and forget ourselves. 

 

I buy a ticket to feel the sucker punch of the upper crust 

seceding from the earth, an expensive star glinting out of reach, 

 

tune in weekly to watch zombies masticate the heartlands. This works 

for a while. But over the greedy oceans we’re licorice: not everybody likes us. 

 

We swell with no end in sight: a franchise reboot dumbly insisting, mumbling 

to itself in the dark, hurling light on seat after gutted seat. 
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III. 
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BIRTHDAY POEM 

I am thinking that a poem could go on forever. 

—Jack Spicer 

 

Tell me the story of the night I was born.  

 

Mother’s palm is on her laboring back, shopping for china. 

 

This is an origin story, like the half-tale she tells, in a dress I imagine was red. 

 

I’m as old as she was, and stayed up until five last night, waiting for Radiohead tickets.  

 

I slept guiltily, woke to find them gone. I resolved to shed all numbers. 

 

The warm sigh of our bed has whiskey on its breath. 

 

Tell me if I will ever use love in a poem and be able to mean it.  

 

Instead I mention the two gray hairs I dream of culling from your nape. 

 

The shears cut like moonlight, the mouth lets fall its own name.  

 

Tell me why I can’t stop thinking about the city I loved so much I left it. 

 

Now it’s entrusted to women who waste their baby names on protagonists. 

 

I have no use for imagined children: a string of light bulbs fighting. 

 

You question the width of my neck; it still turns towards the lichened reservoirs.  

 

Against an aquarium sky I count my fingers like my mother did, bleary through morphine eyes. 

 

This poem is about the creature that swallowed ¼ of my pie. 

 

The hope is that one day the highway lights will spell something out in Morse code just for me. 

 

What is the difference between an urban backdrop and a picture taken in the city? 

 

The photographed remain and disappear, eyes flat, glimmering, here and no place else. 

 

Schrodinger used a cat, but to me there’s no point unless it’s an infant.  

 

All my life I have been chasing the gestalt of a bend in the woods of Charlevoix, MI. 

 

(stanza break) 
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On my 29
th

 birthday I will write a contrite poem about the child I bore and named Worry. 

 

By then I will have given up on sestinas, the possibility of God, the wind that eats my kites. 

 

The last thing I’ll write is an account of the long year when death made a home in my eyes. 

 

I was sixteen, and I don’t think I’ve ever made it farther. 

 

A decade of holding vigil for the houseguest who always comes.  

 

I’m my own unruly golden dog. 
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COLD COMFORT  

Cold comforts set between us, things to share 

Gleaming in a bucket of clean water. 

—Seamus Heaney 

 

The washing machine is all din and hinges, costs more than she’ll admit.  

It’s 1963. But it surely wouldn’t fail. She weighs pennies against her nightmare:  

 

if my hands go, who’ll wash the clothes? While she saves, her hands still do the work,  

pruned, plunged in buckets of god knows what. Three babies already stretch  

 

the row house’s thinning walls, now her mother-in-law moves in.  

The diagnosis: multiple sclerosis. Contagious? The household silently worries,  

 

fearing their bodies will curl inward and disappear, shorted out from inside,  

their nerves flickering, then going dim, a thread of wrecked Christmas bulbs. 

 

As she wrings slips and shirtsleeves, her husband invents a pulley 

to haul a wheelchair backward up the stairs, engineering goodnights  

 

worthy of the stage: Gute Nacht meine Lieben! The way the gnarled hands would rise 

into a pageant wave, the blown kisses receding into the dark as Anne is drawn  

 

up and away, an angel on a string. But the less magnificent feats remain— 

the scrubbing and the bleaching: scalding soap and shit anoint  

 

her almost-daughter’s wrists. Such is her myopic, her vast devotion. Later  

she will don rollerskates, mother of three, to increase the coffers for the squalling machine.  

 

Her children’s cheeks go drab as autumn’s stingy leaves, clinging to the gutters.  

They spin round the post that proclaims their street’s sweet name—BIRD SONG—singing  

 

their own tune, incantation designed to bring their mother home: please cars come, please cars 

come.  

But the white machine hovers just out of reach, a ghost only she can see. A few more months.  

 

Then it will come thundering home, its din and hinges. It’s 1963. It won’t fail.  

She stacks dimes against her nightmare: if my hands go, who’ll wash these clothes? 
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THEY STOPPED CUTTING 

for the Other R. Kennedy 

 

when she stopped singing oh say 

can you see the spark of metal 

 

on nerve—she was always 

different, that soft slur. Unremarkable 

 

in a clan of extra 

ordinary, taking tea and often 

 

notes. It was not enough. Girl 

with herbed moniker, Rosemary 

 

was sent away, her Jell-O overfilled 

the mold. Her normal was not 

 

normal, it lacked her own name’s kick 

of green. They sliced 

 

until the human part was gone— 

cut around the thumbprint 

 

and toss the apple’s core. 

Her acronymed frères pressed ether 

 

into her, family secret: the hush 

of soiled sheets, of a slack mouth 

 

wiped clean. The pink pulse 

of her cortex  

 

against the blade—they stopped cutting  

when she stopped singing, oh, say. 
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BEST ORDER 

 

A teacher once told me to hold a ruler like a razor 

 

beneath my sentences—up to the jugular—a threat 

 

to make them stranger, to see them for the first time 

 

again and again, so I might find the flaws and fix.  

 

As I look at you, as I have for most of the last decade, 

 

through the bottom of my glass, through a bedsheet 

 

of smoke, I understand—each day we make each other strange.  

 

Even as the prying stars peer through the Venetians, we  

 

must blind ourselves to stars, their shine of sameness 

 

so we might see—vex ourselves once more to venture  

 

a straighter line, a sentence that stabs and is kind. 
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POEM AFTER HIS DICTIONARY 

When an editor-at-large of the Oxford English Dictionary was asked whether he could 

discern a pattern linking the circled words in David Foster Wallace’s dictionary at the 

time of his death, he said nothing came to mind.  

 

It must have been abulia, loss of volition, which gutted him. What I mean is, 

abulia is what gutted me. His fingers following the bold letters  

of the headword, ants invading the kitchen’s tile—to the one  

that must have resonated somewhere deep, more bottomless  

than the body, so profound the abyssal benthos felt the trill. The drive to know 

 

the only drive left—word for a number of badgers together: cete. Word for the Nazis’  

favorite font: fraktur. Had he never known a woman who went too far with kohl,  

powdered antimony sulfide? Or was she all too easy to remember, her cobra’s eyes,  

her inscrutable wardrobe that smelled of neroli? Did he dream of sheltering in a jacal,  

a thatch-roofed hut made of wattle and daub? Do I dream it too?  

 

I imagine him loving the words wattle and daub, declaring them his darlings,  

his hypocorism, names of endearment. Wouldn’t he have known mendacious,  

or invidious? Mouthing his words, I am peccant. Guilty.  

His papers suggest that he is ours. How can we belong, in our multiplicity,  

to anyone? I remember walking to the Strand on a fall night that hardened 

 

the breath in my lungs, his last photo plastered on the glass, each window box gravid,  

pregnant with his books: a ramshackle shrine. There are some who would carve his name  

into an exergue—the space on a coin’s back—but I knew so little, and still I grieved.  

Now I sit rehashing valgus, knock-kneed; talion, an eye for an eye; and surely, 

witenagemot, counsel of knights or bishops, a word you might have carried in your cheek 

 

like a prize acorn, in your pocket like an old stone. Would you had worried it, would 

you had hucked it into a lake, through a window rather than keep it to yourself. 

 Don’t think of it. Don’t think of the duct-taped hands. Think instead   

of whether he was repulsed by suint, a grease of sheep sweat, whether he thought himself 

uxorious, unusually doting on one’s wife?  

 

What do I expect to find on this disgusting blue afternoon, a rebus? Fickle picture words?  

When we comb through we find only orts, small leavings: food from a finished meal.  

What ties them together, what marshals them into quinate columns, distichous rows  

(two, vertical, see leaves) are we legatees, we holders of this bizarre bequest,  

these words in spite of us: this print, in the end, too fine to read. 
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FLIGHT PLAN 

 

There were, of course, the birds. 

Each feather etched, their wings 

tooled thin—the breadth 

of a hair. But my grandfather spoke  

 

other dialects too: simple 

block bears, square 

unvarnished spaniels and raccoons 

with wood-burned tails. I would enter  

 

the shop, a tabernacle 

of amber dust and nails. I named  

the creatures and he got to cutting, 

saw rattling the lacquer jars and paint. 

 

But the birds still flickered, 

their determined beaks upturned. 

A chickadee shirring the blue air 

to the uncle without a wife, a robin 

 

resting on his youngest son’s sill. 

Ours was a fiery cardinal, wings 

that flashed a plucked-cherry 

stain. He said he could see them 

 

fluttering in the hunks  

of basswood before he’d touched them  

with the gouge: feather-tips combing  

each bulk’s edges in the crush. 

 

Wings folded or raised, he could not  

carve them into the air. Sparrows perched  

on driftwood, tupelo tinted and fitted 

to their feet; cranes arabesqued  

 

with wire legs, looked beadily on  

as he hunched, heron-like, over the shims. 

His name singed onto their backs—an apology  

to their yawning bones, their secret ears. 
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THE SHINGLERS 

 

The men on the roof have been at it two weeks, beating  

the ceiling with Thor’s hammer. 

You wake early, productive,  

gracious while I slumber like another god 

in the enormous bed we could barely  

afford—gung gung gung gung—the stars  

falling like boulders, the clouds suddenly  

gravid, giving up against the shingles. Not  

the shells of Sarajevo in books  

I’ve read, not the cavernous retorts of bullets  

I cannot know in Missouri: mere amelioration,  

our charming apartment shedding its old Texan  

skin for a tax break, for something darker, tougher,  

a lizard rearming itself in a great scaly wave—gung gung gung.  

Grandfather said a real man could drive a nail in  

to the hilt in a hit or two or three: these men  

beat each head into warped submission,  

melodic sixteens. The work the blood knows  

but the body does not—it bubbles and asks  

as I lie here, absorbing procedurals that flash and promise  

on the screen. The opposite of work: depression 

says the book I teach to my students as if I’m knowing  

for the first time. Gung gung gung gung gung.  

The hail, planetary, the night gone screwy with salvo. 

A roof’s steepness is vertical  

divided by horizontal—how far  

is the distance between the solderers  

and strivers alive in my genes, between the work  

I was born to do and the toil I avoid? Gung. Gung.  

I heft the black bombs of our trash into the dumpster 

and see the starter course barely laid. We are wedded  

to the gritty beginning, ashamed in our newness, all  

our advantage unclothed.  

The noise neither shell nor bullet nor star—just  

a great and mounting duty filling  

the resinous night, a sticky trick  

my white-nailed hands will never know. 
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MINIMUM GRACE 

 

Return the pencil to the cup. The work 

begins. A place for all things not in place. 

Force order, make it like the magazines, 

this unlived canvas, still life with car key, 

still life with bun seed. Still the door chain, still 

the chloroformed heavy of green. Wipe the thing 

away, the magazine’s edge: ninety degrees. 

The table’s legs bore holes in carpet, 

the sun, a waxed fruit, leeches dye from the shag. 

Wan hours cede to nights slit open 

to fold and flick, align the rhubarb trim 

of pillows on the chair. Depravity 

of crusted dishes, their used teeth grinning 

with reddened stains, of forcing paperclips 

into bald pairs. Is this concrete romantics? 

The Graceland of Atomic Tourism? 

Eternal readying, ceaseless the lull. Chess game, 

starting block, two feet with lovers’ heels. 

The cameras pan the shimmering drapes 

when I go missing. Press the landscape 

into service, press your ear to my compulsive 

mouth—return the pencil to the cup. 

We’re all just twits: doubly flummoxed. 

The calendar hung in the kitchen 

says Expect more of the same. 
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SOUTHERN LIVING 

 

To force a hyacinth bulb—what could be more sinister?  

Stealing time for roots, for tendrils to snake 

like so much errant smoke. I try not to think about it.  

 

An unnatural birth, fooling the petals into immodesty  

that blooms in purple triplets: wisteria, violet, Forget-me-not.  

Color is my vehicle, my way of making sense. 

 

But beyond the russet shutters and celadon trim,  

the studio is farther away than ever. The plantation porch looks out 

over moth orchids and Black Spanish grapes I dare not eat. 

 

Now I am a mother, I suppose, craving grits 

and beige. Color mutinies in me, 

apricot crayons melted to the Cadillac’s floor.  

 

No surprise— 

I rode color like the harlot she is, and now I hover 

over forced fire whose tint I can’t describe:  

 

the kitchen won’t allow it. I cook comfort food  

for a reason—succor keeps us firmly planted, snipped peonies  

in small jars. The cast-iron tumbles from the cabinet 

 

with the old hard nostalgia. You might mistake this house 

for a home. This is my place for no more reason 

than the seed finds itself in soil, brought there by some dead-eyed bird,  

 

some incautious wind. They say the best excuses to be a child  

come after you’ve had one. but let me be young again. Let me  

be young. As the pan warms I remember,  

 

mother’s napkin after raspberry cobbler: a tourniquet red and maimed.  

Later I watched as they brought her back to life— 

and what is more comforting than that? 
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HOME & GARDEN 

 

I visit nature like a sick uncle,  

sorry for his loss  

but secretly for mine. 

 

Once you start  

to pull away from the land 

you find it sings no more. 

 

This, my vigil for Thoreau,  

for Whitman, who had time  

to loaf and loam.  

 

I brim, instead, with purpose, 

seeking succulents, oat grass— 

plants that will survive my brutality. 

 

Am I so young and still dried up?  

Relegated to trees that hush my chimney? 

Tornado season makes them mean. 

 

I wander the aisles of fencing 

that keeps most of nature out  

and lets the rest in.  

 

There, a mother bird  

so loud her pride seems,  

say it, insane.  

 

Trumpeting her nestlings,  

huddled beneath a bag of peat.  

I raise my shades to see. 

 

Enough,  

say the beaks under hay and plastic.  

The light is enough. Enough. 
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PROGENY 

 

It is said that Keats wept upon waking 

to discover he was still alive.  

Blood in his lungs, two warped barrels  

abrim with port. Can you imagine 

the tableau: Severn at his side, 

watching his chest rise 

and fall like fortune, raking 

a damp curl from his brow— 

it would be snipped 

after he rasped his last, bound 

like a shock of tarnished wheat.  

I’m standing in a corner 

of that dank last room, wondering 

what I know: a relative 

in calling, who can’t imagine 

death’s slow appraisal.  

I hear the slick dribble of a rag 

as it’s bathed in cool water, held 

uselessly to his dimming brow. 

The bray of a cough that blooms 

in the poet’s mouth, a garden 

of unwanted roses.  

To call this sick boy 

kin, to know he bred ruin 

in his chest like so many children 

is a pang I’d like to thank him for. 

If I had a veil I’d draw it 

to hide my claret cheeks. 

I know only that Keats  

heard history in birdsong  

and wept for us—the still-here,  

the eyes and too-full ears. 
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THE MIRROR STAGE 

 

When I comb through photos of your honeymoon 

I tell myself it’s research. You know, Freud  

says not all men are worthy of love—terror 

bulldozes the lush playing field. You can’t help 

the freckles on your wife’s nose: haughty. Her body 

tough and unforgiving, fawning in manufactured 

 

light, mottled with patches of manufactured 

ease. The white sand and mahi, your honeymoon 

from the quotidian, the stupefaction of the body— 

still there, still square and mutinous. Freud 

says cheap thrills are legs we can’t help 

but thrust from the sheets. We replace terror 

 

with maternity portraits, rings that moan  

twelve carat gold, diamonds manufactured 

with rubied blood. When it sticks, use paraffin to help 

the ring off. The photos don’t show the other honeymoon 

they don’t see the affair dear Freud 

predicted, your elation held in bottles, your body 

 

a blotched pond. You couple out in the yard; your body 

an empty house, holding its cruel smoke. Terror 

eyes you from the shutters. Holding a nostril closed, Freud 

pushes rings to the knuckles with manufactured 

excuses. Your guilty sweat trickles like honeymoon 

champagne—I can’t see that, spying late at night. Help 

 

me see it, the angry dust you keep in your lashes. It helps 

to repel our sandy Vietnam. Think about that. Let your body 

carry you to a four bedroom castle, honeymoon 

with the truth, have too much to drink and wake in terror 

from a one night stand with death. Manufactured 

lies will work just fine for you and the specter of Freud— 

 

in the morning tell them all, you know, Freud 

says a lot of things. There’s coffee in the kitchen, help 

yourself. When you leave thumbprints in the manufactured 

month, what’s left of this little life, your spotted body 

will torque blindly, the invisible terror 

from which there is no honeymoon. 

 

 

(stanza break) 
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Freud married a cigar, manufactured  

our terror, our want—you can’t help me, drowning 

in honeymoon tulle. They’ll carry my body out of this place. 
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VANISHING ACT 

When clowns join Clowns International…eggshells are decorated  

as replicas of their heads, and act as a sort of clown copyright  

for the make-up designs. When a clown dies, his egg is smashed. 

 

I’m trying to lose  

my Midwest accent.  

It is not working. 

The lateral vowel wrenches  

my mouth into a hyphen,  

giving me away. My cat  

 

must disapprove—her days  

are spent effacing  

herself, her tongue working  

at each silver foot, sure  

to leave no trace.  

I call to her  

in my telltale voice, full  

 

of where I’ve been. I want  

to move unseen  

through the sterile 

fairgrounds of the world, 

invisible as I partake 

of its amusements, its cheats: 

 

the best seat 

on the school bus, 

beyond the rearview  

mirror’s fingertips,  

a pool of water 

papered with dark leaves, 

the flushed safety 

of stage makeup, 

though even clowns give up 

 

their paint in the end. 

There are galleries 

for their faces, each 

adorning a shell— 

the snowy shrouds  

of their cheeks, hypothermic  

lips, the monstrous noses of half  

homunculi, hundreds  

of candy-colored busts:        (no stanza break) 
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the visages their own          

until, wracked  
with craze lines like  

so many wrinkles, the shell  

is crushed—the face  

 

a memory like the one 

who wore it. Who 

will delete me? And might 

it be now? To be unburdened 

of this face, this voice. 

The echo of the stage 

yawns on. The circus  

 

tiger licks each black stripe,  

erasing his barred body 

when he’d rather erase  

his cage. I murmur to his banded  

shadow, pointing home  

with the corners of my horizon  

mouth—come now, it’s time to go on. 
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THE KING 

 

I. 

 

No, that’s Elvis, my mother says. 

She forgets that I was born 

bestride an icy miracle and a graffitoed wall 

reduced to powder on my fourth birthday. 

My king, lord of that lush decade, monarch 

of my heart. These spent Walkmen 

are poor tribute. My favor is a long time coming— 

let me tie these words to your doomed lance. 

I dream still of your beckoning fingers, 

your spangled glove the white flag of surrender, 

the narcotic milk in your last glass. Let me 

slip it on, hold the shape of your paling hand. 
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II. 

 

Every neglected jukebox in that blasted city 

whirred to life with one purpose, quarters 

swallowed in dozens, silvery wafers 

for the bereaved. Every bodega, bar, and alley 

echoing with falsetto screams. 

Every red leather jacket 

or black with too many rivets and zippers, 

mica scintillating in plucked stones—all pulled 

from backs of closets, dust frosting 

their squared shoulders like summer snow. 

I just can’t take it. Every pair of sunglasses 

on June’s peeling noses. Every beach blanket 

dotted with a boombox, grains of sand 

sieging their veiled faces like pale ants. 

The loyal and the fickle, the tabloid lickers, 

the altar makers all blasting 

one man’s songs, remembering 

why they’d loved him, singing, at last, 

their sequined pariah home. 
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III. 

 

In the subterranean sick of the train, I am incommunicado. 

Every night my roommate and I order whiskey 

until we can’t read, bemoaning the city’s rejection: two alien organs. 

Living in a bad part of town is better 

with your eponymous refrain drumming my insides. I cling to you 

through the plastic stench of Bushwick, 

whose citizens drink desperation and return 

hot garbage to the streets, littered with children 

too big for their rickety strollers. 

Boricuan day parades drum my unbelonging. 

I mistake the moon for a streetlamp, watch the dog 

in my neighbor’s backyard mouth the cool, steel lattice— 

it sleeps in rain, chews the hotdogs I toss from the window 

at night. Strangers look out; the streets are roads that don’t lead home. 

They call me blanquita, they call me pull up your skirt. We must stop fooling 

each other, ourselves—Miguel does not mean Michael. Michael means Michael. 

The streets are chemical. An empty bottle cracks 

as it divines the sulfured light. This is where you keep me company. 

Tonight is the last time I will dream of seeing your ethereal spin 

from up close, your pliant legs taking us both to a planet 

without the earth’s dull clutch. I didn’t know, but it was coming 

as the D train churned toward cell reception. 

I emerge, head home, and turn the key in the splintered door 

that would be kicked in three weeks later, when thieves would steal 

what was left of me. My lover’s voice comes through the phone: 

I have to tell you something. 

And then he said you’d died. 

Three mice with snapped necks, pelts on the kitchen floor— 

their slick black fur the sheen of your shoes 

in footlight haze, mine to clatter into a plastic bag. Mine to reconcile, 

to meet eye to eye as you left first your world, then mine. 
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IV. 

In 2005, Michael Jackson bought a 1,200-acre plot on the moon. 

 

My pinchbuck boss packs us in the conference room 

to watch your coffin hover in midscreen, an alien pod levitating 

over a ticker of unbelief. Because we can’t save you 

we put your doctor in jail. He was no doctor, flush 

with vials of hypnotic sleep. But we’re still here—old coffee the perfume 

of rooms like these. Diamond dust sieves through our fingers, knowing 

you just wanted to go down 

in spite of what could have been. The partners cluck their rich tongues, 

secretaries bask agape in the sheen. Michael the great equalizer. 

Michael the scarecrow cum straw man, four decades of fame 

blistered your skin. Like most great statues, your nose was the first 

to go. Great Sphinx: your life a nasothek, a collection of beaks and nostrils 

you sapped your strength in sculpting. We’d heard hushed promises: 

you’d wanted to whirl before devils and dictators, to play 

a show for Kim Jong Il if he promised to feed his people. Now you’re both gone— 

does your keening pierce him through bone and mire? 

The accountant wonders, Will we still get paid if we spend our lunch break watching? 

The work day plinks on without us; we cobble what else we’d hoped 

for your last half century, looming like the moon whose gravity you loved: 

a comeback concert, a chance to see the man whose name 

I’d scribbled on my shoes: I want to marry Michael Jackson, before the scandals, 

the pendulous babies and probing exposés, before you were the tabloids. Before 

you were our mirror. The funeral lurches on: you, our lacuna, you, 

our stolen day. I wish they hadn’t sold tickets. I wish I could look away. 
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Notes 

“Birthday Poem” 

The poem’s epigraph is the last line from Jack Spicer’s “Psycohanalysis: An Elegy” (My 

Vocabulary Did This to Me: The Collected Poetry of Jack Spicer. Wesleyan University 

Press, 2010). 

“Cease and Desist”  

The first line is borrowed and minimally adapted from the title poem of Ciaran Berry’s 

stunning collection, The Sphere of Birds (Southern Illinois University Press: 1998). 

 “Cold Comfort” 

The title and epigraph are taken from Seamus Heaney’s “Clearances,” from his collection 

The Haw Lantern (London: Faber and Faber, 1987). Heaney recounts peeling potatoes 

with his mother, and the water, becomes a kind of portal, a place to go down. In this 

poem I imaginatively submerge my hands in the water with my grandmother, Geraldine 

Downes (Lunning), in order to go back in time.  

“Creation Myth” 

The epigraph comes from The City of Detroit, Michigan, 1701 – 1922, Volume 1, (Eds. 

Clarence Monroe Burton, William Stocking, Gordon K. Miller. S. J. Clarke Publishing 

Company, 1922) wherein the first-person accounts of René Bréhant de Galinée—an 

explorer and missionary who was, with François Dollier de Casson, one of the first 

Europeans to successfully traverse the Detroit River—are recorded. In the 1670 episode 

recounted in the excerpted epigraph, de Galineé and his party came across a stone idol 

venerated by the Iroquois and destroyed it to avenge “the loss of [their] chapel,” and also 
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“the death of provisions from which [they] had hitherto suffered. In short, there was 

nobody whose hatred it had not incurred.”  

“The King” 

Michael Jackson, moonwalker, dreamer, and King of Pop, was reportedly one of the 

largest lunar landowners. There is also a crater named for him; according to the Lunar 

Republic Society, this singular honor has only been bestowed on a select few 

“luminaries,” including Julius Caesar, Leonardo da Vinci, and Sir Isaac Newton. 

“Poem After His Dictionary”  

The italicized words were among those circled in David Foster Wallace’s American 

Heritage Dictionary at the time of his death. Some, like traducianism, are obviously 

obscure, though the writer also circled words like bisque and tennis.  

“Poem in the Mouth of Angela Chase”  

This poem owes everything to the incredible, prescient, and cruelly short-lived television 

show My So-Called Life. Angela’s voice, characteristic of our generation, is for me the 

consummate expression of hesitation and worry in the postmodern age.  

“They Stopped Cutting” 

The poem refers to the 1941 lobotomy of Rosemary Kennedy, sister of John F. Kennedy. 

I also had in mind a poem (which contains the line “see you can say oh”) by Ken 

Mikolowski, my professor and mentor at The University of Michigan, as I contemplated 

the fact that the doctors performing the lobotomy asked Rosemary to sing familiar tunes 

like the national anthem in order to judge when they had successfully cut the connections 

in her prefrontal cortex: the locus of human abstraction, social behavior, and personality. 
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 “Vanishing Act” 

Clowns International was founded in 1946, and maintains the Egg Register referred to in 

the epigraph. The collection is kept in two places: Holy Trinity Church in Dalston, East 

London, and Gerry Cottle’s Clown Museum in Wookey Hole, Somerset. 

Final Notes 

Lastly, though they have been heavily curated, revised, added to, subtracted from, and 

outright altered, the following poems began their lives as lines from magazines: 

“Southern Living”: Southern Living – January 2012; “Star of the Stripes”: 

Washingtonian – April 2010; “Creation Myth”: Motor Trend – March 2012; “Milanese 

101”: Martha Stewart Living – February 2012; “Revenge of the You-Know-What”: Geek 

– Vol. 2 / No. 1; “Funeral for the Cork”: Food & Wine – May 2010; “Agnieszka’s Spine”: 

N + 1 – Number Nine, Spring 2010; “Minimum Grace”: The Believer – January 09e  
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